Production Coach utilizes a centralized SQL database connecting both office and factory to real-time data. Web applications such as Jobsite Tracking and Time-keeping are synchronized with the Local Area Network environment.

1. Import production orders from industry software solutions including woodCAD/CAM, CabinetVision, Microvellum, Cut Rite, Excel and more.

2. Track parts, products, and projects with barcode, RFID or machine controller feedback.

3. See real-time progress of work orders as they move through the factory.

4. Smart labels: sort by groups, like parts or edge banding color. Place labels with proper orientation.

5. Automatic sorting of parts by assembly reduces material handling, ensures readiness to assemble & accounts for missing parts.

6. 3D Visualization automatically displays the assembly with part position & details including machining. Updates product status to "Assembled" & generates a unique product barcode.

7. Scan product & kits into a staging area prior to shipping.

8. Jobsite Tracking allows for scanning products & kits off the delivery truck and or at installation. Report damaged items and capture jobsite images from a single web-interface.

Scan product & kits onto the truck to ensure 100% accurate shipments.

Scan product & kits onto the truck to ensure 100% accurate shipments.

Production Coach integrates with various industry software solutions to provide a comprehensive solution for production management.